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From the Editor
Merry Christmas and best wishes for 2017
Welcome to the seventh edition of the ANZALS Magazine, and my second as editor.
We have a lot of exciting news from our Patron Universities, ANZALs news and news
from around the networks. I hope these items keep you informed and connected with
colleagues and issues in the leisure studies ﬁeld. As always contributions are very
welcome. Please forward them to news@anzals.org.au
Happy reading!
Hazel
Dr Hazel Maxwell, Faculty of Health, University of Tasmania

Membership Engagement – Trudie
Walters
nzmembership@anzals.org.au
Student Engagement – Katie McDonald
students@anzals.org.au
Online Engagement – Clayton Hawkins
online@anzals.org.au
Events – Ruth Jeans
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News Editor – Hazel Maxwell
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Check the ANZALS website for all the
latest about leisure studies in Australia
and New Zealand.

The views expressed in this Magazine
are not necessarily those of the ANZALS
Board. The Board reserves the right to
publish material as it sees appropriate in
furtherance of the objectives of ANZALS.
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President’s Message
We held our annual face to face Board meeting and the AGM on 24 and 25 November. It has been
another good year. I ﬁnd it an honour and privilege to work with my colleagues on the Board and among
the ANZALS membership. There are so many good ideas and the enthusiasm of the Board is motivating.
There is always a surge of activity before the meetings (some of us are masters of the ‘just in time’
delivery system), a full agenda with lots of ideas, debate and decisions; followed by a ﬂurry of activity as
everyone pursues their various responsibilities. We also made it a priority to have some fun during our
time together. Our annual face-to-face meetings conﬁrm the value of having time to meet with
colleagues and chat formally and informally. Technology is great for connecting people but there is no
substitute for being in the same room with people and having opportunities to socialise together.
I want to publicly thank Carmel Foley for going beyond the call of duty with helping ANZALS shift to its
new ﬁnancial arrangements and for being our Public Oﬃcer for the contacts with the NSW Oﬃce of Fair Trading. Carmel formally left
the Board at the end of 2015 but she has generously helped with the Treasurer role and as the Public Oﬃcer. It has taken us an
extended period to get our new ﬁnancial approval processes resolved but this has ﬁnally been completed. Robyn Cockburn is the new
Treasurer and is getting our ﬁnances into a more eﬀective two-year budget planning cycle (to reﬂect our biennial conference schedule).
The AGM agreed to appoint Hazel Maxwell as the new Public Oﬃcer so we still have a public oﬃcer based in NSW. It has taken nearly
a year since Carmel has left the Board but she can ﬁnally retire from her volunteer ANZALS responsibilities.
2016 is a big year for ANZALS – we celebrated our 25th anniversary. We had a great dinner at Crown Casino and we were all winners
because nobody gambled and we had the pleasure of sharing good food, wine and great company.
Board Activities
Most of the recent ANZALS activities were reported in the Annual Report so I don’t want to repeat any of them here but I do want to
highlights some of the activities that came out of our November meeting.
•

Part of the 2017 focus is going to be on membership engagement. Ruth Sibson and Trudie Walters are shifting their responsibilities
so Ruth manages the membership administration and Trudie has a role responsible for membership engagement. Stay tuned for
more communication coming from Trudie about how ANZALS can support its members and better serve prospective members.

•

Over the last few years we have made a few minor changes to the ANZALS Constitution but there has not been a comprehensive
review of the Constitution. There are some elements in the Constitution that do not reﬂect the current digital age so we will be
reviewing all aspects of the Constitution during 2017 with the intention to present to the changes to the 2017 AGM in Hobart.

•

ANZALS has often been a forerunner in developing networks with our kindred organisations. Richard McGrath has been taking
important initiatives with Australian and New Zealand leisure groups as well as our connections with CAUTHE and SMAANZ.
Richard has successfully contacted colleagues in North America, South Africa and Latin America to encourage better collaboration.
LARASA in South Africa has suggested we should look at developing joint webinars – watch that space for some new ANZALS
initiatives in the future.

Diversity Seminar
As in previous years, ANZALS sought to bring together our members in our
non-conference year around a themed symposium. This year we joined
forced with the Australian Sociological Association Sport Group and the
Australian Association for Education Research Sport and Physical Education
special interest group to focus on ‘Policy and Provisions’ for diversity. The
seminar drew together attendees from sport, leisure and physical education
across both academia and industry to consider how diversity is promoted and
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supported across the respective sectors and what cross sector insights could we share and learn from. An engaging range of speakers
presented their views and perspectives drawing on current research and industry practice, prompting an engaging and stimulating
debate. Speakers included Patty Kinnersly, Director of Leadership and programming at Our Watch an organisation seeking to reduce
violence against women and children. Patty spoke about the ways in which the sport sector was engaging in action to change damaging
stereotypes that disempower women and young people. ANZALS Vice President Richard McGrath also spoke about developing
communities through leisure and the importance of supporting diversity and inclusion by empowering communities to make change
themselves. He discussed several action research projects underpinned by a community development approach where researchers,
practitioners and local community members collaborated to design and develop opportunities best ﬁtting their needs. Associate
Professor Karen Farquharson (Swinburne University of Technology) discussed recent ﬁndings from an Australian Research Council
funded project exploring how junior sports clubs promote diversity, illustrating some of the tensions clubs encounter between
performance and participation discourses and reconciling a desire for success with inclusion. Professor Chris Hickey (Deakin University)
closed the symposium, providing a lively overview of some of the key tensions surrounding diversity within sport, illustrating that
whilst we have come some way particularly with the development of professional women’s sport over the last ﬁve years there remains
considerable problems with how gender is portrayed and packaged for public consumption. We had over 30 delegates attending the
symposium, including a mixture of local and international delegates from across the three organisations. The event ﬁnished with
ANZALS hosted drinks to mark the celebration of ANZALS 25th birthday!
2015 State of Leisure Studies Workshop
Delegates at the 2015 ANZALS Conference may recall that we ran a workshop about the state of leisure studies in Australia and New
Zealand. The purpose of the workshop was to identify steps that ANZALS should take to better promote the value of leisure studies.
The article that summarises the process is currently being ﬁnalised. At last count, there are 19 colleagues who are contributing to the
ﬁnal article. The core team of John Tower, Richard McGrath and Ruth Sibson drafted the ﬁrst version of the paper and then circulated
it to our colleagues for comments, edits, and suggestions. Overall 100 comments were received that John, Richard and Ruth reviewed
and incorporated into the next version of the paper. This penultimate version of the paper is currently with the co-authors and will be
ﬁnalised in the coming weeks. The main outcomes from the state of leisure studies workshop have been identiﬁed and were reviewed
by the Board in our November meeting.
The Board has agreed that ANZALS should become a source of materials that will help support the delivery of leisure studies
information and raise issues. In some instances, ANZALS will take initiatives to develop new products and materials while at other
times we will simply act as a clearinghouse to help leisure scholars to link into resources that will help them raise leisure issues in their
teaching and research activities. We also recognise the potential for small projects to be developed that will contribute to the range
of resources. There may even be opportunities to for interested colleagues to submit proposals for resources that would require some
funding from ANZALS. Future ANZALS E-news bulletins will have more information about this project in the coming year.
Charter for Leisure
The review of the charter for leisure was ﬁrst introduced by Tony Veal at the 2015 ANZALS Conference and documented in World
Leisure Journal - Veal, A.J. (2015). Human rights, leisure and leisure studies. World Leisure Journal, 57(4), 249-272. The World Leisure
Congress also considered this issue and the World Leisure Academy (WLA) was asked to begin the review of the Charter. Atara Sivan,
Tony Veal and the WLA are leading the review. Tony’s most recent document about the developments has provided the following
summary of the approach for reviewing the charter:
1. Provision of contextual material, including:
a. clearer links with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and associated international covenants, including
discussion and interpretations;
b. reference to other UN treaties associated with areas such as sport, culture, women, children, disability, ethnic
minorities, labour;
c. reference to declarations by non-UN organizations in ﬁelds such as sport, culture, heritage, tourism, and play;
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2.
3.
4.
5.

d. reference to relevant literature sources on leisure-related rights and rights generally;
e. reference to information and guidance materials for national and local policymakers, corporations, teachers and
students.
Inclusion of discussion of deﬁnitions and scope of leisure and other relevant concepts, such as culture, recreation and play.
Consideration of the extent to which the above matters should be addressed in the Charter Introduction/Preamble or other
by other means, for example website content.
Thorough editing of all eight articles, including consideration of deletions and/or additions.
Recognition of the need to ensure global relevance.

A possible Charter review process could look as follows:
1. Discussions at World Leisure Congress (June/July 2016) - completed.
2. Initial consultation with World Leisure Academy members - completed.
3. Identiﬁcation of Task Force members.
4. Compilation of draft materials for discussion (including revised Charter + supporting documentation).
5. Consultation with stakeholders, e.g.:
a. National/regional professional and scholarly leisure organisations;
b. Organisations in cognate areas (e.g. sport, tourism, culture, heritage, children, women, disability, labour).
6. Revision of materials.
7. Consultation with World Leisure Academy members.
8. Submission to WLO Board – sometime in 2018?
9. Consideration of a Promotion Program. (Veal, 2016, p. 6-7).
The task group from the World Leisure Academy and other interested members includes: Atara Sivan – Hong Kong; Tony Veal –
Australia; Miklos Banhidi – Hungary; Derek Casey – UK; Geoﬀrey Godbey – USA; Arend Hardorﬀ – Netherlands; Karla Henderson –
USA; Bohdan Jung – Poland; Jeong Myung Gim – South Korea; Doug Kleiber – USA; Bob Stebbins – Canada; Lawal Marafa – Hong Kong;
Cristina Ortega Nuere – Spain; Chris Rojek – UK; John Tower – Australia and Ricardo Uvinha – Brazil.
The ANZALS Board recognise that the updating of the Charter for Leisure will provide a platform for ANZALS and other Australian and
New Zealand leisure organisations to better engage in public policy debates to advocate for the importance of leisure. It is also planned
that an ANZALS annex to the Charter will include relevant Australian and New Zealand legislation and policy documents that address
complementary issues of the Charter for Leisure. The current Charter for Leisure is available via this link - http://worldleisure.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/05/Charter-for-Leisure_WEB.pdf

Conclusion
One of the most exciting aspects of being involved with ANZALS is the opportunity to be involved with projects that impact on our
industry on behalf of leisure scholars in Australia, New Zealand and internationally. 2016 has been a very successful year and we have
set some challenges for 2017 that will help ANZALS to achieve even more. I encourage all ANZALS members to become involved in
your association’s activities – please contact the relevant portfolio manager or contact me if you want to become involved or want to
raise an issue that will help ANZALS achieve its mission. I wish all ANZALS members and its aﬃliates around the world a very happy
festive season and hope you can enjoy many of your leisure pleasures. Thank you to everyone for all your contributions to ANZALS
over the last year.

John Tower, December 2016
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ANZALS News

Based on feedback from the State of Leisure Studies workshop conducted at the 2015 conference held in Adelaide the ANZALS Board
have been seeking to develop new collaborations and partnerships. This has resulted in three new partnerships being formed, one
with the Leisure and Recreation Association of South Africa (LARASA; http://www.larasa.org.za), another with the Association
for Tourism and Leisure Education and Research (ATLAS; http://www.atlas-euro.org/) and a third involving The Academy of Leisure
Sciences (TALS; https://www.theacademyoﬂeisuresciences.org). Formal Memorandum of Understanding’s will shortly be signed
between all parties. These partnerships will seek to provide further collaboration with regional leisure studies organisations through
dissemination of research, teaching and learning knowledge/practices as well as opportunities to participate in conferences,
symposiums and webinars.

2017 Ph.D. Workshop.
In 2015, ANZALS provided Ph.D. students with a half day workshop, which provided them with the opportunity to network with
likeminded students within the leisure industry from Australia and New Zealand. The beneﬁts achieved from the workshop included
meeting other students studying with the industry, discussing methodologies and how they can be applied, being given diﬀerent tools
to prepare for publishing and writing, to name a few. With the success of 2015 we are looking forward to our next workshop in Hobart
4-7th December 2017.
As with all ANZALS events, we want to provide both our members and encourage new members with good quality events that reﬂect
the needs of the industry. We want to encourage vibrant academic discussion within a friendly supportive environment. This
workshop is designed to assist all Ph.D. researches within the leisure industry and encourages a diverse range of topics with the genre.
As ANZALS operates within a member inclusive environment we are inviting our members to give feedback and suggestions as to what
they think would be most beneﬁcial to the Ph.D. researchers within our industry.
What would encourage you or a leisure research student to attend the 2017 workshop and conference and how might ANZALS
facilitate this? (For example, assistance with funding to cover travel or registration and if so how might you see this working, writing
assistance sessions, or any other initiatives you feel would be useful)
We would appreciate your assistance in developing the 2017 Ph.D. workshop. If you would like to comment or have some suggestions
could you, please respond to this by emailing Katie on katiej.mcdonald@vu.edu.au by Friday the 20th January.

ANZALS Special Interest Groups
ANZALS has established an opportunity for members to develop Special Interest Groups (SIG’s). These SIG’s are designed to facilitate
communication and collaboration between ANZALS members working in similar areas. They are also intended to provide a vehicle for
the organisation of themed sessions within the ANZALS Biennial conference.
The aims of ANZALS SIG’s are to:
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Facilitate communication and collaboration between members working in similar areas,
Provide a basis for streams within ANZALS Biennial Conference programs by having a designated time slot at the event,
Be recognised for three years (groups can then be reformed, or restructured where appropriate),
Have a designated Convenor, and



Have a presence on ANZALS website.

Establishing an ANZALS SIG by:






Specify a SIG title;
Have a short description of the SIG’s aims and objectives (suitable for the website and other publicity);
List the names of a Convener (and any Co-Conveners);
Identify a minimum of 5 ANZALS members (including the convenors) who are members of the SIG;
Be endorsed by all members of the proposed SIG.

Submissions to form an ANZALS SIG should be sent to ANZALS’s Vice President, Dr Richard McGrath vicepresident@anzals.org.au
Submissions are considered at ANZALS Board Committee quarterly meeting.
New resource promoting therapeutic recreation
Nicole Peel at Western Sydney University has just released a new video that promotes Therapeutic Recreation as a profession
to encourage students to study the course, see the link below:
https://youtu.be/AjADTrxoyUU

ANZALS 2017 Conference Update
In 2017 we will explore leisure as an agent for social change. The 13th Biennial ANZALS Conference calls on all to
review leisure as a social change agent at individual, community and societal levels in a rapidly changing world.

This event will seek to build on the long tradition of ANZALS conferences by asking presenters and attendees to
reflect on and discuss both the positive and negative roles leisure plays across a number of significant global,
regional and local issues. The conference will provide an avenue for the dissemination of leisure studies research
that cuts across a variety of domains such as business, health, the environment, tourism, events, education and
disablity as well as transport, planning, policy, place management and infrastructure.

The conference will be held at the Sandy Bay campus of the University of Tasmania in Hobart in December 2017.
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The conference is a collaboration between the Institute for Regional Development, the Tasmanian School of
Business and Economics, the Faculty of Health and the Tourism Research and Education Network (TRENd).

Local Organising Committee: Dr Clayton J Hawkins (Conference Chair), Dr Hazel Maxwell (Deputy Chair), Dr Anne
Hardy, Dr Kim Lehman and Dr Gemma Lewis

Scientific Committee: Professor David Adams, Professor Catherine Palmer, Professor Andrew Hills, Professor Can
Seng Ooi, Dr Clayton J Hawkins, Dr Hazel Maxwell, Dr Anne Hardy, Dr Gemma Lewis and Dr Alison Dunn.

Save the ANZALS 2017 Conference Dates
Opening Date

Closing Date

Call for Themed Session

3rd October 2016

27th January 2017

Call for Papers and Posters

20th February 2017

19th May 2017

Early Bird Registrations

1st April 2017

30th September 2017

Standard Registrations

1st October 2017

24th November 2017

Conference

4th December 2017

7th December 2017
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News from our networks

The Council for Australasian Tourism and Hospitality Education (CAUTHE)
CAUTHE 2017 conference: ‘Time for big ideas? Re-thinking the ﬁeld for tomorrow’
Dunedin, New Zealand, 7-10 February 2017, including PhD/ECR workshop on 7 February
The Department of Tourism at the University of Otago with the help of the wider CAUTHE community has been actively reviewing
papers for the upcoming CAUTHE 2017 conference. This year’s theme, Time for big ideas? Re-thinking the ﬁeld for tomorrow, proved
to be popular with a total of 238 papers reviewed and accepted. This number included 173 working and 65 full papers for the
conference. We were pleased to attract a varied set of submissions that relate to the conference theme from both developing and
developed countries.
This year we have received a number of paper submissions from scholars from as far away as South Africa, Europe and North America.
The CAUTHE conference bursary scheme remains very active with a record number of applications from PhD students and early career
researchers.
Overall, the Dunedin conference is shaping up well and we look forward to welcoming our academic, government, industry colleagues,
students, publishers, sponsors and other interested parties to CAUTHE 2017 in February!
Don’t forget to register before the early bird deadline ends on 16 December 2016:
http://www.otago.ac.nz/cauthe2017/registration/index.html Find the latest news and newsletters at CAUTHE website
http://cauthe.org/news/news-event/ ]

Sport Management Association of Australia and New Zealand (SMAANZ)
SMAANZ continued its growing engagement with both academic and industry partners
across the sport management field in 2016. November saw AUT host the annual SMAANZ
Conference (#smaanz2016) in Auckland, which attracted 130 academics from 15 countries
as well as more than 50 industry representatives. SMAANZ also ran several other initiatives
for members including the first of our webinars entitled: ‘Standing at the edge with
unclipped wings: exploring contemporary qualitative methods in sport management’, which attracted over 45 attendees. The webinar
series will continue over 2017. In addition, the SMAANZ mid-Year HDR conference returned in 2016, attracting 16 postgraduate
students from across Australia and New Zealand. Bi-monthly HDR seminars have also been added to aid engagement with our HDR
cohort and add to professional development opportunities for students.

At the recent AGM, SMAANZ conducted the bi-annual board elections, with four new board members to further invigorate SMAANZ
activities for the next two years. Associate Prof Clare Hanlon (Victoria University) was elected President from November 2016,
supported by Vice President Dr Adam Karg (Deakin), Secretary Dr Katie Rowe (Deakin), Treasurer Dr Millicent Kennelly (Griffith) and
representatives’ Dr Lisa Gowthorpe (Bond), Dr Michael Naylor (AUT) and Dr Ashleigh Thompson (Massey). Katherine Raw (LaTrobe)
will serve as the student representative. We recognised the efforts and contributions of outgoing President, Associate Prof Geoff
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Dickson (AUT), Dr Sally Shaw (Otago) and Student representative Claire Jenkin (Victoria University). Finally, SMAANZ journal Sport
Management Review noted a change of editor, with Prof Alison Doherty succeeded by Prof George Cunningham.

2017 will again see a Mid-Year HDR Conference as well as the annual SMAANZ Conference, to be hosted by Griffith University on the
Gold Coast from Wednesday November 29 to Friday December 1, 2017. The conference theme is Places, Events and Sport: Going for
Gold to align with the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018), of which Griffith University is an Official Partner. As well as
the theme being reflected in the workshops and selection of keynotes, the event theme will be a focus of the ‘Fusion Day’ (Academic
and Industry Engagement event on Day 1), incorporating major events related issues and sport management trends. Expressions of
interest to host the 2018 SMAANZ conference close in February 2017. For more details, visit www.smaanz.org or connect with us via
social media: Twitter (@SportScholars), Facebook or on Linked in. Membership is only $100 ($40 for students), and can be purchased
via our website.

World Leisure Organisation (WLO)
6th ENCATC International Study Tour to the Emirates!
The tour operates between the 14 and 17 March and is designed in partnership with ENCATC and the Louvre Museum from Paris, it
enables unique access to cultural institutions, cultural leaders, and special projects.
See programme: http://bit.ly/2hkD0fG
World Leisure Organization in partnership with ENCATC, oﬀers a rich and innovative learning experience for the study tour. Thanks
to this partnership, participants will gain access to unique learning material such as books, videos, interviews, etc. that will contribute
to deepening their experience about this strategic world region.

World Leisure EXPO 2017 – Hangzhou, China
Dates: 20th October – 12th. November 2017, Place: Hangzhou – China
The 2017 EXPO will consist of a series of exhibitions, festivals, conferences, trade shows, and special events. There are unique
opportunities to:
-

Exhibit and Network with the Chinese and international markets
Meet international and Chinese Leaders in trade/ education/ travel and tourism
Gather Information on new developments in economic development, technology and quality of life
Increase Trade Relationships with China - future opportunities are immense
Recruit students, professionals, and business partners
Be a part of the most signiﬁcant leisure event in 2017!!!
More info: http://bit.ly/2fnTz6d

World Leisure Congress 2018 – Sao Paulo, Brazil
Come and join the world biggest network of experts and academics in the leisure ﬁeld. Do not miss the creative and innovative formats
we will put in place to share knowledge and boost your networks! Dates to be announced in 2017. The theme is leisure beyond
constraints. The focus will be on the issue of leisure and access in its broadest sense, and examines three types of barriers: physical;
socio-economic and symbolic. These will be identiﬁed and discussed. Subthemes include: leisure beyond limits: rights, access and
human development; leisure overcoming barriers: transposing physical, socio-economic and cultural/symbolic barriers; leisure for all:
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accessibility, mobility and acceptance; leisure as a possibility of social transformation; leisure beyond constraints: current challenges
and trends. For more information see: http://bit.ly/2hkTBgA and for the video link check out: http://bit.ly/2hkOdtR

Leisure Studies Association (LSA)
A new membership deal has been announced by the LSA and we would encourage our friends at ANZALS to look. We have
reduced the membership rates and are increasing the range of beneﬁts on oﬀer. We are looking to announce more
incentives in the New Year so join up now to avoid missing out! At the AGM, we also appointed Spencer Swain to the
committee and we welcome him on board as an early career leisure researcher. The LSA annual conference was hosted
by Liverpool John Moores University in the summer. The range and quality of papers were excellent and, as usual attracted
an international audience. The conference is a real cornerstone for the work of the Association and we are hoping to
develop with further one-day conferences supported by Dr. Ian Jones as our Conference and Research Oﬃcer. The
rationale of this is to support and promote the LSA annual conference and other regional one-day conferences and to
investigate ways in which the Association can fulﬁl its commitment to the development of leisure studies by facilitating
the interchange of ideas and stimulating debate. The call is now live for institutions to bid for the 2018 conference.

It was also pleasing to announce at the conference that Leeds Beckett University Library has agreed to establish an LSA
Collection. This will comprise LSA publications, including books, newsletters, and archival documents which have been
temporarily stored in a secure lock-up in Eastbourne since the Association ceased to act as a publisher. This will secure a
safe home for these materials and make them publicly available through the Library. Finally, we would like to invite
submissions for the LSA 2017 Annual Conference hosted by Leeds Beckett University (4-6 July). The aims of the conference
are to explore:
•
•

The ways in which leisure has been and is enacted around us.
How leisure, and leisure studies, can be and are being re-created now.

Leisure studies as an academic discipline has made signiﬁcant attempts to make sense of the contested, constrained and
constructed nature of leisure. Traditionally, studies emphasise the role played by leisure as part of people’s everyday lives.
We will be examining the social role of leisure processes that commonly go unnoticed/unremarked because they are taken
for the everyday. The conference will be split into ﬁve streams, within the over-arching theme of ‘Enacting leisure, Recreating leisure’. With a view to answer the following question, ‘What can leisure research on identities, lifestyles and play
reveal about social relations, inequalities, power and privilege?’
Conference Themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Theme 1 - Enacting leisure: identities, lifestyles and play
Theme 2 - Spaces of leisure
Theme 3 - Leisure and social justice
Theme 4 - Leisure mobilities
Theme 5 - Open stream

If you have any queries please contact: LSA2017@leedsbeckett.ac.uk.

The LSA committee.
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Parks and Leisure Association
The August 2016 edition of Research Connections has abstracts about the following New South Wales, as well recent New Zealand
research projects:
Sport Participation Research Project
Managing Diversity in Junior Sport
Benchmarking Energy and the Indoor Environmental Quality of Aquatic
Centres in Victoria
National Elite Para-Sport Policy
“It keeps me sane”: women’s mental health and emotional wellbeing
and connections with social capital in the context of field hockey
Corporate fitness centres
National Aquatic and Recreation Centres Community Benefits; and
Sport NZ Research Projects Update

In addition, there is a comprehensive list of upcoming parks and recreation conferences and a number of links to some interesting
web sites.
The March 2017 edition (#14) of Research Connections will focus on research underway in Queensland. The cut-off for supplying
abstracts is February 28, 2017. However, researchers are welcome to submit project abstracts at any time and they will be included
in the next newsletter. Templates for supplying information can be obtained from jwcs@bigpond.net.au
Precious editions of Research Connections can be viewed or downloaded from http://www.parksleisure.com.au/researchadvocacy/research-connections

John Wood, PLA Fellow and editor of Research Connections
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Patron News

Patron news

Edith Cowan University
Sport, Recreation, Event, Tourism & Hospitality Management Program
Research Activities
Highlights from the program team in 2016 include:
Professor Ross Dowling OAM was recently appointed a member of the Conservation & Parks Commission by the WA Government. In
addition, he was appointed by the WA Governor as an Ambassador for the WA Parks Foundation, and elected Vice President of the
Royal Automobile Club which has recently acquired ﬁve holiday parks in the State. He has a newly published paper on ‘Australia’s
cruising phenomenon’ in Tourism and Marine Environments and has co-edited a new edition of the book Cruise Ship Tourism which
will be published in early 2017 by CABI in the UK. Finally, he has presented many papers on Geotourism at conferences in 2016
including at the 7th International Conference on UNESCO Global Geoparks held in Devon, UK in September.
Dr David Lamb is working on several research projects including: working with two colleagues, Dr Bronwyn Harman and Dr Craig Harms,
from the Arts and Humanities School at ECU, on a $10,000 funded, unstructured play project and since then they have submitted a
new proposal for study on play spaces and playgrounds in Australia with the Financial Markets Foundation for Children. He is also
working with two colleagues on a PATREC (Planning and Transport Research Centre, based at UWA, Perth) funded project on an
independent mobility study in Perth as part of a bigger PATREC project on travel behaviours. His project on volunteering motives in
events is ongoing and he recently conducted post event and pre-event studies involving the Perth
International golf tournament, which is part of the PGA and Australian golf calendar, and in Feb 2017
will be renamed the Perth Super 6th Golf Tournament. From this research, the following book chapter
has been published, with another forthcoming:
Lamb, D. & Ogle, A. (2016). ‘The Motivations of event volunteers at local community events’ In A. Jepson
and A. Clarke Managing and Developing Communities, Festivals and Events. Palgrave Macmillan:
London.
Lamb, D. & Ogle, A. (forthcoming). ‘Pull factors for Perth: Developing an International Golf Volunteer
Engagement Strategy (iGoVolES)’. In International Sport Volunteering.
Dr Joanna Pearce joined the tourism and hospitality management team in semester 2. Her research interests include the emotional
relationships tourists form with places as well as tourist satisfaction and loyalty. She recently had two papers published, one on aweinspiring experiences in the Kimberley, with the other measuring visitor loyalty to once-in-a-lifetime destinations. Joanna is also
currently working with colleagues from Murdoch University examining tourist satisfaction with wildlife tourism experiences along the
Lower Kinabatangan River.
Dr Ruth Sibson is working on several research projects which focus on leisure/sport and physical activity and business education. More
recently her focus has been on the use of ePortfolios within Higher Education. Publications this year include:
Strampel, K., Sibson, R., & Main, S. (2016). ‘Professional development to support the embedding of ePortfolios within higher education
programs’ In J. Rowley (ed.) ePortfolios in Australian Universities. Sydney: Springer Press.
Sibson, R., & Riebe, L. (2016). Developing professional identity through self-reﬂection using an ePortfolio app. Refereed Proceedings of
Eportfolios Australia Forum, Sydney, NSW, September 2016.
Sibson, R., & Roepen, D. (2016). Evaluating the use of a career ePortfolio in the development of business students’ professional
identities. Refereed Proceedings of Eportfolios Australia Forum, Sydney, NSW, September 2016.

Ruth Sibson
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Griﬃth University
Department of Tourism, Sport and Hotel Management
As 2016 ends, the active research culture in leisure, tourism, sport and events at
Griﬃth University has been given a boost by the appointment of two Postdoctoral
Fellows. ANZALS member Dr Adele Pavlidis was recently appointed as a
Postdoctoral Fellow in the Griﬃth Centre for Social and Cultural Research, while Dr
Alana Thomson was appointed within the Department of Tourism, Sport and Hotel
Management. Both Dr Pavlidis and Dr Thomson are working on a range of projects
– in which sport is a common theme. For example, Adele has recently been awarded
a New Researcher Grant of ($19,858) for a project titled, 'The inaugural women's
AFL competition: A transformational moment in Australian Sport?' Meanwhile, Dr
Thomson’s research is focused on examining the legacy planning and outcomes of
the upcoming 2018 Commonwealth Games.
2016 has been a big year for recognition of excellence in research. The contributions of Professor Dave Weaver were recognised
through a 3-year Chang Jiang (Yangtse River) Scholarship from China. This is considered China's most prestigious academic award, with
only around 50 awarded each year out of more than 2,000 applicants. During the 3-year duration of the Scholarship, Dr Weaver will
be leading various tourism research projects in northeastern China and other regions of the country. The contributions of Professor
Graham Cuskelly were also recognized through a 2016 PVC Research Excellence Award in the category of Research Leadership, while
Dr Sarah was recognized in the category of High Impact Applied Research. Dr Gardiner has been successful with two Advance
Queensland grants. One of the grants - a Young Starters grant – aimed to create online webinars and a networking forum to inspire
young tourism start-ups through sharing stories of other young entrepreneurs who have achieved success.
2016 has also been a big year in disseminating research. For example, Dr Pavlidis has presented at a number of symposia and
conferences over this year. Several other Department staﬀ, including Professor Graham Cuskelly, Professor Kristine Toohey, Associate
Professor Popi Sotiriadou, as well as Drs Kevin Filo, Millicent Kennelly and Caroline Riot have also presented work at conferences such
as the European Association of Sport Management Conference in Warsaw, Poland, and at the SMAANZ Conference that was recently
held in Auckland New Zealand. The Griﬃth Institute for Tourism has pushed forward with many cutting-edge projects focusing on
topics ranging from the Great Barrier Reef to the impacts of climate change. GIFT Director, Professor Susanne Becken recently took
part in the UN Climate Change Conference (COP22) in Marrakech, where she and Lucas Bobes from the AmadeusITGroup launched
their white paper on ‘Carbon Reporting in Travel and Tourism’.
2017 is shaping up to be another great year for research at Griﬃth. Recently, Dr Kevin Filo was appointed to the position of Research
Director for the Department of Tourism, Sport and Hotel Management. Dr Filo will work on identifying synergies in the Department’s
areas of research to build a collaborative and even more productive research environment, with outreach to Industry. In 2017 the
International Surﬁng Symposium will be held of the Gold Coast in March. The Department’s Dr Rob Hales will be the Academic Chair
and Griﬃth University is an event sponsor. Finally, in late 2017, Griﬃth will host the Sport Management Association of Australia and
New Zealand Conference, which will be themed around the impending 2018 Commonwealth Games and major sport events.

Millicent Kennelly
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Lincoln University
Department of Tourism, Sport and Society
On Wednesday 8th November, Professor David Simmons presented the sixth annual state of the industry report to more than 250
delegates at the Tourism Summit Aotearoa. The report, with substantial input from Jude Wilson, provides a comprehensive picture of
the industry – benchmarked to 31 March each year. David called on the industry and wider public sector partners to use the ‘headroom
of growth’ to address two sets of risks. First as a signiﬁcant and mature component of the NZ economy the industry needs to advocate
a stronger, more conﬁdent, stance in New Zealand economic and science policy. Secondly, David questions whether tourism has the
appropriate structures, integration and investment to manage the public resources involved in tourism.
Dr Mike Mackay has been named Co-Primary Investigator in MBIE’s National Science Challenge 11: Building Better Homes, Towns and
Cities. The 3-year study, titled ‘Regenerating for Success’ and hosted by Lincoln University, is one part of a $2.5 million research subtheme called Supporting Success in Regional Settlements. The project will produce new knowledge to support and advance
regeneration practice in South Island settlements.
Dr Ann Brower presented at the NZ Association of Economists meeting and won the NZ Institute of Economic Research Award, and
the “People’s Choice” Award. It reported the following finding, which will be of particular interest to female academics: “In 2012, the
relationship between research performance and academic rank was markedly different for men than for women. Men graded ‘A’ or
‘B’ on PBRF were nearly twice as likely as equally graded women to have progressed one step up the academic ladder (from Senior
Lecturer to Associate Professor or from Associate Professor to Professor). The lower promotion rates of women have a multiplicative
effect: fewer women had been promoted to Associate Professors and a lower proportion of the already smaller group then got
promoted to Professors. Thus, male As and Bs were over three times as likely to be Professors rather than Senior Lecturers compared
to females with the same research performance.”
Lincoln University welcomed Dr Sohei Takamori, a Japanese orthopaedic surgeon who works with Japan’s under-20 rugby team. Sohei
has come to Lincoln for two years to gain some more experience working with professional rugby players and will also be closely
involved with Associate Professor Mike Hamlin’s research, the Lincoln University Rugby Team and the Canterbury Crusaders.
Several new books have been published by various Lincoln staﬀ members in 2016:
Bowring, Jacky (2016). Melancholy and the Landscape: Locating Sadness, Memory and Reﬂection in the Landscape. Abingdon, Oxon:
Routledge
Carpenter, Lloyd and Fraser, Lyndon (Eds) (2016) Rushing for Gold: life and commerce on the goldﬁelds of New Zealand and Australia.
Dunedin: Otago University Press
Kerr, Roslyn (2016) Sport and Technology: An Actor-Network Theory Perspective. Manchester: Manchester University Press.
Moore, Kevin and Cromby, John (Eds) (2016) How Best to ‘Go On’? Prospects for a ‘Modern Synthesis’ in the Sciences of Mind. Frontiers
Research Topic Ebook.

Roslyn Kerr
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University of Newcastle
Tourism and Sports Management
The Leisure and Tourism Discipline at the University of Newcastle continues to engage in maintaining and expanding our global,
national, and regional networks through research, teaching and industry engagement. Our tourism research staﬀ have a strong
international proﬁle and are extensively engaged in discipline leadership activities. Examples include:
•
o
o
o
o
o

Membership on the editorial boards of six academic journals:
Tourism Recreation Research
Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Research
Journal of Travel Research
Journal of Policy Research in Tourism, Leisure and Events
Leisure Sciences

•
o
o
o
o

Guest editorship of four academic journals:
Journal of Hospitality, Leisure, Sport and Tourism Education
Journal of Policy Research in Tourism, Leisure and Events
Annals of Leisure Research
World Leisure Journal
Academics in the Discipline embrace tourism research as an area of interdisciplinary enquiry. Our research expertise encompasses
areas of direct relevance to tourism, leisure and sport, such as ﬁlm tourism, horse tourism, volunteer tourism, leisure and sport
management, tourism marketing, educational travel, cruise ship tourism, cultural and heritage tourism, travel writing, tourist cultures
and traveller identities, marine tourism, wine tourism, nature-based tourism and sustainable tourism. Additionally, our group also
engages in research that cuts across the interface between tourism/leisure/sport and other areas of inquiry, including but not limited
to cultural studies, indigenisation of tourism curriculum, natural resource management, energy developments, global citizenship and
education using both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Our research has been published in 36 tourism, hospitality, events
and leisure journals, including some of the high-quality journals such as Annals of Tourism Research, Tourism Management, and
Journal of Sustainable Tourism as well as journals of interdisciplinary nature, such as Journal of Intercultural Studies, Legal Education
Review, Environmental Education Research, Energy Policy. The discipline’s commitment to research is also reﬂected in the success in
recent research grant applications by some of our academics, including two HEPPP National Research Priority Grants for Equity Projects
in Higher Education in 2017 and Early Career Research Development Grants awarded by the UON Centre of Excellence for Equity in
Higher Education (CEEHE).
Academics in the Leisure and Tourism Discipline are also committed to enhancing the educational experience of students through
outbound mobility programs and have been successful in gaining government funding through schemes such as The New Colombo
Plan and Endeavour Mobility Program. For these staﬀ, facilitating these programs aligns with their research activities in educational
tourism, youth travel, global citizenry, cosmopolitanism and cultural literacy. Our commitment to the region is manifested in the visit
of Professor John Tribe from the University of Surrey invited by the Discipline to deliver an engaging talk on the importance of
collaboration between universities and industry for the development of regional tourism. 2016 has been a productive year for our
Discipline and we will endeavor to sustain our commitment to research, teaching, and industry engagement, and explore new
opportunities in the upcoming year.

Po-Hsin Lai
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UTS
Leisure, Sports, Tourism, Events and Arts
Carmel Foley and Deborah Edwards met with Manisa M Nor
from the Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau at the ICCA
conference in Kuching in November. They were there to speak
about their Value of Meetings Case Study Project which has been
commissioned by the Joint Meetings Industry Council. The JMIC
project builds on earlier work by Edwards and Foley completed
for industry partner Business Events Sydney. Their “Beyond
Tourism Beneﬁts” series has shifted the legacy focus of business
events from tourist expenditure counts to catalysts for thriving
economies where researchers, practitioners and exhibitors
share cutting edge knowledge and technology, new research and
business collaborations are formed, ideas are sparked, and
communities beneﬁt. The aim of the current project is to
document beneﬁts, contributions and legacies of meetings on a
global scale through the execution of a series of case studies
from around the world. Further details about the project can be found at: http://www.themeetingsindustry.org/case-study-program/
Getting wet is harder than you think! The Community Inclusion Project - Surf lifesaving NSW
Imagine never having ever been in the ocean… Unimaginable but the reality for many Australians with disability. In Australian coastal
towns and cities, “beach life” and associated “coastal activities” provide a source of fulﬁlment for the social, sporting, leisure and
commercial activities of residents and tourists alike. However, historically people with mobility, vision, hearing, intellectual disability
or mental health have been isolated, segregated or overlooked from being included in these mostly disabling environments. Surf Life
Saving (SLS) clubs have a prominent and iconic presence in Australian “beach life’ and as such are well positioned to be the focus of a
beach precinct inclusion project. The UTS Business School is currently in the ﬁnal stages of examining social inclusion and the impact
of the Community Inclusion Project with SLSNSW. The program funded a series
of individual community development projects with an aim to remove
structural, attitudinal and administrative barriers to participation by people
with disability and their family and friends in community life. The project
focuses on three distinct beach precincts (Bondi, Newcastle & Pambula) and
across the three precinct areas there were some 29 community development
projects funded of which nine were identiﬁed for detailed case studies. Projects
involved a range of activities both in the water and around the beach
environment. In each precinct, there is also a major local government project
and there was a documentary project producing a ﬁlm of social inclusion across
the three beach precincts. Preliminary results indicate that some projects
examined have been successful in encouraging people with disabilities to utilise
the beach environment in the short term as well as provided long term beneﬁts for social inclusion for both individuals and the
community. The photo above shows one of the stages in a long process for a person with mobility required to enter the water.

Simon Darcy and Carmel Foley
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University of Otago
Department of Tourism
Department of Tourism (University of Otago)– Research highlights:
The Department of Tourism has continued to enjoy much success in its academic staﬀ and postgraduate research programmes in
recent months. In June 2016, Abbas Alizadeh (PhD candidate) applied for the PhD Research Fellowship (one year) at the World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO), the United Nations agency responsible for the promotion of responsible, sustainable and universally accessible
tourism. He could not have chosen a more distant place to spend a year than Madrid (UNWTO Headquarters), which is literally the
antipode of Dunedin (University of Otago). But for Abbas this was an opportunity to combine research with practical experience by
working at the UNWTO to further advance his career objective to become an academic who is well acquainted with real world issues
in the ﬁeld of tourism. With the support of his supervisors, Dr Sebastian Filep and Professor Juergen Gnoth, Abbas was selected from
a globally competitive ﬁeld. Abbas has found his new workplace to be both energetic and friendly. Multiple projects are going on
simultaneously and some of them need teamwork and input from diﬀerent colleagues making eﬀective and eﬃcient communications
highly important. His work is in the Sustainable Development of Tourism department,
providing research support for, among other things, the UNWTO network of observatories
(INSTO), established around the world to measure the environmental, social and economic
impact of tourism on destinations, recognizing the need to advance the measurement of
sustainability to provide evidence for policy making.
In other PhD news, Associate Professor Neil Carr was recently nominated for the Otago
University Students Association (OUSA) Supervisor of the Year awards, and received the
Commerce Divisional Supervisor of the Year award at a function hosted by OUSA. Recent PhD
completions include: Gabriella Nagy (supervised by Neil Carr and Tara Duncan), titled
Changing conceptualisations of domestic comfort in the tourist accommodation sector: A case
study of youth hostels in Germany (1909-2013), Sam Spector (supervised by James Higham
and Neil Carr), titled The Extent, Purposes, and Outcomes of Ski Areas’ Environmental
Communications, Kokel Melubo (supervised by Brent Lovelock and Sebastian Felip) titled
Corporate Social Responsibility and Tourism in a Developing World Context; and Maddalena Fumagali (Department of Marine Science;
supervised by Liz Slooten, John Harraway and James Higham) titled Conservation of the spinner dolphin (Stenella longirostris) in the
Egyptian Red Sea. Department of Tourism staﬀ have also supervised or co-supervised several PhD students who have recently
submitted for examination including Diana Kutzner (supervised by Anna Carr and James Higham) titled: Climate Change and nature
tourism operator resilience; and Scarlett Hagan (Department of Physical Education, Sport and Exercise Science; supervised by Mike
Boyes and Anna Carr) titled Mountain Bike Aﬀect.
Among the academic staﬀ, Dr. Anna Carr has been working on two research projects, one with Dr. Courtney Mason (Thompson Rivers
University, Kamloops) and William (Bill) Snow (Nakoda First Nations) on a SSHRC Insight Development Grant from the Canadian
Government. Their project is examining First Nations and Māori involvement in National Parks Contested Boundaries, Indigenous
Peoples, Tourism and Protected Areas in Canada and New Zealand. Her other research team received a Nga Pae o Te Maramatanga
grant exploring the intergenerational reality for Maori small and medium sized enterprises. Her recent publishing activities have
included Carr, A., Ruhanen, L. & Whitford, M. (2016) Special Issue Guest Editors Journal of Sustainable Tourism, special Issue on
Sustainable Tourism and Indigenous Peoples 24 (8 & 9).

James Higham
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University of South Australia
Department of Tourism
The University of South Australia has a range of leisure research projects currently underway across various research centres and
teams. The following report provides a snapshot of the projects and research outcomes. Dr Alyson Crozier & Dr Richard McGrath in
collaboration with the University of South Australia’s Sport for Development team (Alex Tran & Emma Milanese) and the Modbury
Special School have been developing and pilot testing two observational measurement tools focusing on the social and motor skill
development of children with autism through their involvement in a multi-sports program. The team will be conducting more extensive
data collection throughout 2017.
In collaboration with the South Australian Department of Education & Child Development
and the Cirkidz Circus School, Dr Richard McGrath is exploring the impact circus based
training has in relation to the transition of primary students to high school. The focus of the
study is to identify the impact a circus based skills training program has on student
participants in relation to motivation and engagement with learning, anxiety levels in
relation to the transition from primary to secondary school and school attendance. The pilot
project began in October 2016 and will be completed by mid-2017.

Dr Janette Young has been exploring the role of pets in society. This has included projects focusing on:
•

The impact of pets on the health and wellbeing of older people. Initial ﬁndings from interviews identiﬁed pets are a life-long
experience that directly aﬀects the way older people feel about themselves and their health, particularly in relation to mental
health. Findings have also revealed the two-way relationships that develop between people and pets as well as the way pet
ownership facilitates other human relationships.

•

The development of a community reference group in the City of Unley. The purpose of the reference group will be to assist the
council with identifying the role of pets in the health and wellbeing of older persons

•

The impact of a pet dog at a day activities program in an aged care facility – this study is exploring the impacts on pets, people
and a NSW aged care facility systems when a staﬀ member brings their dog to work at a community activity program.

•

Health system impacts of pet issues on hospital stays: This study is exploring the cost of “pet issues” within hospital settings, e.g.
people refusing to consider alternate accommodation when in need of high level care
Kristen Stevens (with supervisors’ Dr Emily Ward, Dr Richard McGrath & the Cirkidz
Circus School) is exploring whether circus participation for children influences their
health and wellbeing. Using a mixed methods approach, this research builds on
investigations into the impact of arts on health. Early analysis of data shows
improvements in children’s self-esteem and confidence.
Emma Milanese (with supervisors’ Dr Alyson Crozier & Dr Richard McGrath) is
investigating teachers’ perceived beneﬁts of a sports program on adolescents with
Autism Spectrum Disorder. In particular, this study is exploring whether teachers
observe any beneﬁts (social and behavioural) in their students (with ASD) following
regular involvement in a sport focussed activity program.

Richard McGrath
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Victoria University
College of Sport and Exercise Science/Institute of Sport,
Exercise and Active Living (ISEAL)
Graduate employability research
New research is underway to explore what employers seek from recreation and sport management graduates of their practical
experience undertaken via work, study and in other facets of life. It will identify the signals that recreation and sport managers seek
and observe during the job recruitment and selection process of a graduate’s practical experience that may be inﬂuential to gaining
employment. Two stages of this four-stage research have been completed. Findings from all stages will contribute to an industry
guideline which will be developed from this study to guide recreation and sport managers when recruiting and selecting appropriate
graduate employees. The study and prospective guide will also assist educators from higher education recreation and sport
management programs to equip future industry graduates with the skills, attributes and knowledge required to demonstrate
employability speciﬁcally from having undertaken practical experience. Recreation and sport manager undertaking roles in:
Administration/Finance/Operations; Coaching/High Performance; Development/Participation/Programs; Customer/Membership;
Marketing/Media/PR/Communications; and Events/Competitions will be invited to participate in an online survey early in 2017 and
focus groups later that year.
Stay tuned…Contact Mary Grant for more information mary.grant@vu.edu.au or on 61 3 9919 4534.
Encouraging female participation in sport: Moreland City Council
Clare Hanlon and Melinda Craike are undertaking an evaluation of policies in Moreland
City Council to encourage female participation in sport. The aim of the project is to
assist local clubs to attract and sustain females as leaders and participants in sport by
conducting a council-wide research and evaluation project to gain insights from females
and club managers on the elements of Moreland City Council’s policies, programs and
strategies that are working and how these can be further developed to ensure female
participation in sport is enhanced and sustained. We expect the evaluation to be
completed in Feb 2017. Contact Clare Hanlon for more information – Clare.hanlon@vu.edu.au
Active Maribyrnong is an initiative of Maribyrnong City Council which aims to increase
residents’ awareness of physical activity opportunities in their community and
encourage participation in physical activity. Active Maribyrnong was initiated in 2014
and includes events such as the Get Active Expo, Parkrun Maribyrnong, and the Spring
into Summer Series. John Tower, Melinda Craike Stuart Biddle and James Brandner were
invited by Maribyrnong City Council to undertake an independent evaluation of Active
Maribyrnong to identify resident’s perceptions of the program and the impact of the program on physical activity participation.
Surveys will be distributed in early 2017 to Active Maribyrnong program participants and some of the residents will be interviewed.
The findings of the evaluation are expected to be finalised in May 2017. Contact John Tower for more information –
john.tower@vu.edu.au .

The 2016 Outstanding Contribution to the Victorian Aquatic and Recreation Industry Award was presented to John Tower by
Aquatics and Recreation Victoria. John Tower received the Aquatics and Recreation Victoria Award for his outstanding contribution
to the Victorian Aquatic and Recreation Industry

John Tower
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